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Carrying Case Sunnylife for DJI Mavic 3 Pro / Mavic 3 Classic / Mavic 3 (B574)

Sunnylife bag for DJI Mavic 3 Pro / Mavic 3 Classic / Mavic 3 (B574)
Safely store your drone with a set of essential accessories with this multifunctional bag. The specially designed interior will allow you to
put the power supply, charger and hub together with a supply of batteries, as well as filters with the controller. The bag also includes a
flexible zippered mesh to accommodate additional gadgets. The two parts of the bag are separated by a soft compartment that protects
your equipment from scratches. The product also has an adjustable strap and a comfortable handle, so you can comfortably carry it from
place to place. Now you have all the necessary devices at hand!
 
Created with your needs in mind
The bag is designed to make the most of the space a complete drone kit requires. Deep compartments hold the necessary accessories
according to a carefully thought-out system. In one of them you put the charging hub for the batteries on the bottom, then the charger
and power supply, while at the very end you put the 3 batteries. Another compartment on the bottom holds filters, on which you arrange
the controller. The largest compartment is designed specifically for your drone (DJI Mavic 3 Pro / Mavic 3 Classic / Mavic 3).
 
Even more space
On the opposite side of the compartment is an elastic mesh, zippered compartment. Inside, you'll be able to fit the extra items you need
during your flying session. Flash drive' external drive, or keys? The decision is up to you! You don't have to worry about extra gadgets
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scratching your gear - the two parts of the bag are separated by a soft flap.
 
Full comfort of use
The bag is equipped with a handle and an adjustable strap, so transporting your devices will be hassle-free. Check how much space and
effort you will save with the Sunnylife bag and carry your DJI gear comfortably!
 
Manufacturer
Sunnylife
Model
B574
Compatibility
DJI Mavic 3 Pro / Mavic 3 Classic / Mavic 3
Material
Flannel fabric
Weight
1.09 kg
Dimensions
34.5 x 30 x 12.8 cm

Preço:

Antes: € 50.9958

Agora: € 42.50
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